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□ Non-Routine □ Yes □ No □ □ No □

□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□

Other:

□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □

Other:

Other:

Other:

Are there any elements or conditions in the work 
environment that could injure you or others?

Hydration 

Equipment Interaction
Fatigue 

Training / Competence 
Material Handling Objects in Motion Ascending / Descending Communication

Line of Fire 

Constricted Work Area Congestion / Traffic Ergonomics

Trenching / Excavating Pipe Handling Pinch Points: Hand, Body
Tooling Failure Mobile Equipment Footing / Uneven Ground

Personal / Behavior

Overhead Work Fly Metal Slips / Trips / Falls Housekeeping

Will any proximity to work, movement, release or change 
in condition cause you or others injury?

What personal conditions, actions or thoughts like 
complacency, could result in injury to you or others?

Power Lines / Cables Arc Flash / Blast Sprain / Strain

Contact with Electricity Drowning

Entanglement and 
Crushing

Hazardous Substance - 
Acute

Hazardous Substance - 
Chronic

Fall from Heights

Falling Objects Fire Ground Failure Lifting Operations

Additional Hazard Identification Only mark those that apply

Vehicle Collision or 
Rollover

Vehicle Impact on 
Persons

Chemical / Corrosive ExplosiveAtmosphere (H2S, CO2, air, mist etc.)

Work Environment Energy Sources  

Illumination / Visibility Engulfment Electricity Radiation

Have all potential energy sources that may injure you or 
others been identified?

Noise Wildlife / Insects Hydraulic Mechanical
Highwalls / Slopes Weather Pneumatic / Air Gravity
Water Dust Thermal Stored / Under Pressure

Complete this form at the job site with all involved employees. If conditions change, STOP work & review with all involved.

Date: Shift:

Identify & evaluate job risks, exposure, hazards & potential energy, then mitigate them through the hierarchy of control.

Equipment #: Work Area:

Job Description:

WO #:

Is there an SOP for the job? Was the SOP reviewed? YesRoutine
Fatal Risk Management Circle those that apply

Blasting

Job Risk Assessment

Confined Space

Rail Collision Rail Impact on Person
Uncontrolled release of 
Energy

CONTRACTOR

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Any hazardous conditions of the work area

FMI User
Not all items will apply to each job, so only those that do should be marked. The rest of the list should be left blank to allow for adjustment and condition changes that need to be updated. If conditions do change then the new hazard can be marked.

FMI User
There are many additional dangers beyond fatal risks that can be encountered at the job site, some severe, others minor. The sections below are split up in a way to help trigger thoughts to identify more hazards in each area. Some will apply, others may not. This is not an exhaustive list, as stated, it is meant to trigger thoughts and invoke critical thinking of the job in order discover additional hazards.

FMI User
As taught from Fatal Risk Management training, identify the fatal risks associated with the job and circle the ones that apply. Review and use the policy/ booklet information to verify addtitional controls

FMI User
SOP's contain many of the primary hazards associated with that job. An SOP however does not replace the JRA. It cannot account for the current working conditions and other potential / situational hazards. As a guide the SOP can trigger additional thought to identify other hazards.

FMI User
Extra care should be taken in assessing the hazards of non-routine jobs. Supervisor involvement is recommended.

FMI User
All work orders pertaining to the job being done on that shift should be written down. 

Example: 
One WO from FMI to replace a pump, a second for the electricians to repair a switch to the pump and a third one from a contractor to repair to the pump mounting surface


FMI User
Brief summary of the major work to be performed. Step by step or a detailed list are not needed, only the main job/ jobs.


FMI User
All FMI employees, contractors, and anyone else involved with the job need to be present at the job site and contribute to the proper review and completion of this form. Communication between all groups increases everyone’s awareness of the hazards associated with the whole job and the other groups not just one individual’s perspective. If conditions change and new hazards arise, all work must be stopped. The new situation must reviewed with the group and the JRA revised to reflect any changes, new hazards and controls put in place. The JRA is meant to be a "living document" and should be altered/ updated as conditions require.

One JRA form per job, per shift should be completed for all groups involved to sign and reference (not 1 for FMI mechanics, 1 for FMI electricians, another for a contractor, etc.). Using 1 form maintains communication between everyone as the job progressess and new groups enter a job. 

FMI User
This statement is the goal of the JRA form

FMI User
The name is being changed from Job Safety Analysis (JSA) to Job Risk Assessment (JRA). The name change must be emphasized and the importance stressed. JRA is aligned with the new focus on fatal risk management and is meant to help put that frame of mind into those filling out this form. The three main purposes of this form are: risk assessment or hazard identification, control implementation and communication; identify the risks, apply the appropriate controls and make everyone involved aware of the previously stated.
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Hierarchy of Control
Elimination □ □ □
Substitution □ □ □
Engineering □ □ □

Administrative □ □ □
Behavior

PPE

□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □

□ □ □ □
□ □ □ □

□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □

-
-
-
-
-
-

1.
2.
3.
4. □
5. □

Date: Time

Welding Gear
Flotation Device

Fire Suppression System

Confined Space

Job Lead  Name:

Supervisor:

Other:            

Other:            

Other:            

Payroll #        (& Contractor Company)Initials

Fit for Duty
3 Points of Contact
Pre/Post Job Housekeeping

Lights / SignalsEquipment / Tooling
Other:

Acknowledgement & Commitment to Safety I am responsible for my safety & my coworkers safety.                            
I am obligated to stop unsafe work & I will stop unsafe work.

Main Lockout Points/ Station/ Box

Communication

Skin Protection: Bugs, Sun

Hearing Protection: Plugs, Double 
Face Shields / Goggles
Respirator / Supplied Air
Clothing for Weather

Controls Stop work if controls are insufficient or missing

*If a control causes more of a hazard, apply for a variance

Dump 
Blasting
HDPE

LOTOTO
Access Control / Barriers
Flagging / Signage

Critical Lifting

Vehicle Safety Devices Rest / Breaks
Spotter / Signal Person
Fire Watch / Attendant

Permits / Forms Proper execution of a permit is the control, not the paper

Contact Info:

Gloves Suitable for Job:  Leather, Rubber, Kevlar etc.

Phone: dial 865-6600 
Radio: press the ORANGE button or call out "May Day, May Day, May Day"
Evacuation point:__________________________________________________________

Fire extinguisher inspected & in area
Spill Hotline: 865-SPIL (7745)

Initials

Fatal Risk Hazards List the main fatal risks / hazards Critical Controls List the main control for the hazard

Payroll #        (& Contractor Company) Payroll #        (& Contractor Company)

Payroll #

Initials

In case of Emergency

Process / SOP
Blocking / Isolation

Shower / eye wash station in area

Fall Protection

Behavior Individual willingness & focus on safety

PPE Beyond minimum required

Consequence Thinking
Hand / Body Placement

Arc Flash Clothing
Rubber Suits: Acid, Rain, Boots, etc.
Monitor: Gas, Chemical, Radiation, etc.

Hot Work
Blue Stake

Inspect Equipment/ Tools
Work Place Examination

High Wall

FMI User
Any way to contact the job supervisor if needed or in case of emergency: 
phone, radio, etc.

Alvillar, Jerry
Review or participate in performance of JRAs on daily basis.  Recognizing it is logistically not possible to review each one on a daily basis, reviewing selected JRAs shall be typical daily routine.  
They motivate compliance by establishing expectations and accountability processes through consistent monitoring for completion and quality. Mentor and coach gaps. 


FMI User
Primarily, an employee or from the group of employees performing task. This person can be a supervisor or employee and should be competent in knowing hazards and controls of a task.  They will ensure hazards are identified and discussed with the team, maintaining fatal risk mangement as a primary focus.  They lead pre-work meetings, ensure hazards and controls identified match risks of the job. They  ensure qualtiy is built into the JRA and request assistance when more resources are needed.

FMI User
If additional signature space is necessary print the "Additional Signature" page as needed.

FMI User
If additional signature space is necessary print the "Additional Signature" page as needed.

FMI User
Example: Contractor

9876     Bill & Bob's (full company name)
or
543     B&B (abbreviated company name)

FMI User
Example: FMI

60012345 


FMI User
All writing must be legible. For FMI, write payroll and initials; contractors write payroll and company name or abbreviation then initials.

FMI User
Take this seriously, review the form, everyone that signs must know the hazards and controls necessary to work safely. Do not be afraid to stop work.

FMI User
This is to help everyone know where they need to place a person a lock. Only write the main lock out points that you will use for your personal lock. Only list the main lock box location or lock out points that used.

Examples:
#1- Mill shutdown, write the location of the lock box
#2- Shovel PM/ shutdown, write the location of the lock box
#3- Haul truck PM, write down all Lock out points that will be used: wash rack, safety gate, starter air valve, electrical master switch, etc.

FMI User
Know and understand the emergency procedures for the area and the job at hand.

FMI User
Know and understand the correct LOTOTO points for the job, verify the LOTOTO is correct. Follow the LOTOTO policy.

FMI User
After identifying the primary hazards write the controls that will be used to mitigate those hazards.

FMI User
Only highlight the severe hazards of the job, stuff that could kill or seriously injure. This is not for minor injuries (ie: a skinned knee, or pinched finger). A good rule of thumb would be to write primary  fatal risks circled on the front page (the highest potential fatal risk for the job). Specify/detail what the hazard is for the given job.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
If a control increases the hazards, stop work and explore other options.  If no control is sufficient or safe, apply for a variance for the task. This situation is rare.

FMI User
Each section has an "Other" area so additional items can be written down that are not listed above.

FMI User
There is a large number of potential controls for the many situations that will arise. Use these lists to help identify the necessary controls for the job. 

FMI User
The hierarchy of control shows from top to bottom the most effective to the least effective ways of controlling a hazard. Elimination to engineering are actual hazard controls, administrative to PPE are exposure controls with PPE being the least effective. Note "Behavior" as applicable to hierarchy of control has been added to the list. This applies to one’s mindset and conduct instead of outside of administrative controls or proper use of PPE. For example: being fit for duty, body placement, consequence thinking, etc.



Date:

Payroll #        (& Contractor Company) Initials Initials Payroll #        (& Contractor Company) Initials

Acknowledgement & Commitment to Safety I am responsible for my safety & my coworkers safety.                            
I am obligated to stop unsafe work & I will stop unsafe work.

Payroll #        (& Contractor Company)

Job Risk Assessment 
Additional Signatures

Shift:

Equipment #:
WO #:

Identify & evaluate job risks, exposure, hazards & potential energy, then mitigate them through the hierarchy of control.
Complete this form at the job site with all involved employees. If conditions change, STOP work & review with all involved.

CONTRACTOR
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